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Krystal Beamon urged a room of students and community members to think about what happens to young men after they

step off the playing field and out of the public eye.

The sociology assistant professor presented her research’s findings Tuesday in the community room of the George W. Hawkes

Central Library. Beamon conducted studies on current and retired basketball and football players. Her research focused on

how students and professional athletes deal with life after sports. Her presentation, “When the Crowd Stops Cheering: Life

After Sports,” focused on these issues.

Beamon, a former All-American sprinter for Oklahoma State University, said athletic careers typically end in one of three

ways: de-selection, injury or age. She said these are often realities that most athletes are not willing to accept.

“Imagine that one day, the thing you define yourself as is pulled from under you, and you have nothing else,” she said to the

15 people attending.

English senior Tim Steggall played baseball at the university before going on to two years as a pitcher for the Texas Rangers

organization under its minor league affiliation. As of last spring, his tenure with the Rangers ended and he became a

volunteer coach for UTA baseball. He said he can identify with the void that sports can leave.

“When you play at a high level, it requires focus and dedication,” he said. “Your friends are your teammates. So when you stop

playing, you lose the structure sports provide.”
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Steggall said his situation isn’t as bad as major league players who spend their whole lives playing and have to stop. He said

he enjoys school and always has. He plans to attend business school next year and continue working with UTA baseball.

Beamon said a problem with athletics today is how athletes define themselves as little more than the sport they play. She said

a lot of student athletes didn’t feel properly compensated for their work as an athlete and work on the field wasn’t amateur.

She explained that this is prevalent in the black community, as it starts from a young age onward. She said the expectations

for professional success exceed the opportunity available.

“Statistically speaking,” Beamon said. “An African-American male is more likely to be a neuro-surgeon than an NBA star.”

She said sports should not be the initial aspirations for children, but “an ends to a mean.”

Interdisciplinary studies senior Chris Torres attended the event, unsure of what the subject matter would be at first. He said

he was impressed by the amount of data Beamon collected and the statistics she brought forward.

“I would not be surprised if this topic went on to ESPN or is addressed in some higher level,” he said. “I think the whole

nation needs to see and hear about this.”

While Beamon said female athletes deal with similar issues, it’s not to the same degree as male athletes because there is less

emphasis on women advancing to professional leagues.

Beamon didn’t close her presentation by demanding pay for student athletes or changing their amateur status, but she urged

attendees to consider athletes’ futures.

“Responsibility has to be taken for what happens to these athletes afterwards,” she said.
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